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In this note we state a theorem which guarantees the existence and 
uniqueness of a global solution for the Cauchy initial value problem 
for a complete, regular system of partial differential equations of first 
order for one unknown function on a manifold—all data being of 
class C00. 

This result depends on one hand on an investigation of the follow
ing problem for a w-dimensional C°°-manifold W, which is foliated 
by r-dimensional leaves, the leaf passing through wÇ: W being denoted 
by C(W)i Given a &-dim. submanifold A of W with k+r^m, find a 
foliated C°°-manifold S and a C°°-immersion j : S—>W such that (i) 
j(S) = \JaeA C(a), (ii) each leaf of S is mapped under j onto a leaf of W. 
Concerning this problem we prove: If for all a^A the tangent spaces 
of A and C(a) a t the point a have only the zero vector in common and 
if—in case r>l—for all aÇzA the leaf C<a) is simply connected, then 
there exist S and j with the desired properties. From this result and 
from the theory of characteristics for the above mentioned systems 
(essentially due to Cauchy, Lie, Goursat and E. Cartan [2])2 we 
obtain the announced theorem. Complete proofs and other applica
tions will be published elsewhere. 

NOTATIONS. "Manifold" will always mean a connected C°°-manifold 
which is Hausdorff and has a countable basis of open sets. If N is a 
manifold, Nn denotes the tangent space to N at n£N, 5(N) the 
ring of global C°°-functions on N, 3£(iV) the &(N)-module of global 
C°°-vector-fields on N, and a manifold L is called a submanifold of N, 
if the underlying set of L is a subset of the underlying set of N and 
if the inclusion map i: L—>N is a C°°-immersion. 

DATA AND DEFINITIONS. Let M be a, J-dim. manifold and T*(M) 
its cotangent-bundle. Consider the (2^ + 1)-dim. product-manifold 
T*(M)XR, where R denotes the real line. Let W be a system of r 
partial differential equations of first order f or one unknown f unction on 
M, i.e., W is a submanifold of T*(M)XR of codimension r. A local 

1 This research was supported in part by the United States Air Force under Con
tract No. AF-49(638)-42, monitored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research of 
the Air Research and Development Command. 

2 In trying to understand E. Cartan's description of the theory of characteristics 
and in developing a more intrinsic form of it for our special case (sketched below) 
a paper of M. Breuer [l] has been of help to me. 
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solution for W is a C°°-function ƒ denned on an open subset Df of M, 
such that p—*df\ pXf(p) is a C°°-mapping of -D/ into IT. The sheaf of 
germs of local solutions for W will be denoted by S(W), its natural 
projection onto M by o\3 If s&(W) we define the integral element of 
5 to be L(s): = df\pXf(p) with p = a(s) and ƒ being a local solution 
representing s; thereby we obtain a unique map t: S(PF)—>T*(Af) Xi£. 
A consideration of well-known examples shows (compare, e.g., the 
imaginary part of the complex logarithm) that it is desirable to extend 
the concept of a solution in such a way that the range of definition 
of a solving function is not necessarily an open subset of M but a 
"domain over M": A triple (D, j , ƒ) consisting of a d-dim. manifold 
D, an immersion j of D into M and /G9:(Z>) is called a solution for TV 
if for each open subset G of D for which j | G is diffeomorphic, the 
function ƒ o (j\ G) - 1 is a local solution for W. If (D,j,f) is a solution 
for W, then each point pÇ^B has a neighborhood Up such that j | E/j> 
is diffeomorphic. Henceforth there exists a unique mapping ƒ,•: JD 
—>S(W0 which assigns to each p&D the germ of the local solution 
fo(j\Up)-i*tj(p). 

Consider now the following Cauchy initial value problem. 
(P): Given a (d — r)-dim. submanifold A of M and gÇz$(A), find a 

solution {D, j , ƒ) for W and a 1-1 immersion k of A into D such that 
fok = g. 

We call a solution (D, j , ƒ), k: A—>D of the problem (P) unique 
for every ƒ G ^(JP), for which (Z>, 7, ƒ), £: A—*D is a solution of prob
lem (P) too, it follows ƒ=ƒ. 

In order to introduce the concept of a "global" solution4 of (P) we 
have to review the theory of characteristics for W: 

Let TT: r* (AT)^M, ^ : T*(M)XR-+T*(M), z: T*(M)XR->R de
note the natural projections and define <t>: = w o\[/. On the manifold 
T*(M)XR we have the following natural Pfaffian form v\ If 
a; = (a)Xa)eT*(M)XR and XG(T*(M)XR)a then 

*(X) : = <fe(X) -»(** ( -X)) . 

3 Since o-(S(W)) is open in M, one can assume without loss of generality that <r is 
surjective. 

4 The most immediate idea, to call a solution of (P): (D,j,f), k: A—>D a "global" 
one, would be to ask that fj(D) is a connected component of S(W). But under the 
natural hypothesis that W is complete and regular (see below) one finds that every 
connected component of $(W) is a (non-Hausdorff) topological space containing a 
noncountable family of pairwise disjoint open sets. The latter fact excludes that 
fiiP) equals any connected component of $(W). Our proposal to define "globality" is 
inspired by the concept of the "characteristic field" for one linear partial differential 
equation of first order, introduced by E. Kamke [3]. 
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For fÇ£$(T*(M)XR) we define gradient(f) to be the unique vector-
field V/ on T*{M) XR such that 

„(V/) = 0 and dv(X, V/) = dj{X) 

for all X G X(T*(M) X R) with ?(X) = 0. 

H / , g G ^ r ^ A O X i ? ) , the function [ƒ, g]: = dv( V/, Vg) is called the 
Jacobi-bracket of ƒ and g. (One proves for/ , g, AG^(r*(ilf) Xi?) : 

(V[f,l] - (V/, Vj])W - \\],l\A + [[«,*],ƒ] + [[*,ƒ],«] 

dz dz #2 

where [ V/, Vg] means the Lie-bracket of V/, Vg.) 
Wis called complete if for a l l / , gG9 :(r*(ikf) Xi?) and for each open 

subset G of W the following holds: If ƒ | G = g| G = 0, then [ƒ, g] |G = 0. 
W is called regular if the map (0Xz) | W: w—rfiw) Xz{w) of W into 
MXR is everywhere on Wof rank d + 1. For wÇ,W we define 

Cw:= { V /U \f<E$(T*(M) XR) and <Z(/| WO U = 0}. 

One checks immediately that Cw is a subspace of Ww—after identify
ing Ww in the canonical way with the subspace i*(Ww) of (T*(M) XR)w, 
where i: W-*T*(M)XR is the inclusion map. For the integration 
theory the following description of Cw (essentially due to E. Cartan) 
is useful: 

Cw = {X\ X G Ww and v(X) = dv(X, Y) = 0 

for all Y<EWW with v(Y) = 0}. 

If W is complete and regular, one proves that {Cw}wew forms an 
r-dim. involutive distribution on W, the maximal (connected) inte
gral manifolds of which are called the characteristic submanifolds of 
W. The characteristic submanifold passing through wÇzW will be 
denoted by C(W). I ts tangent space at w will be identified with Cw. 

Assume now that W is complete and regular: If S is an arbitrary 
subset of §>(W) we call the characteristic hull of S the set of all 
s&(W) with the following property: There exists a continuous map 
c: [0, l]-»S(W0 with c ( 0 ) G S a n d c(l)==s and such that t o c : [ 0 , l ] 
—>W is a map into one of the characteristic submanifolds of W. 

5 The second of these two equations is due to A. Mayer [4] and proves that 
[ • • • , • • • ] turns not $(T*(M)XR) but the subring of $(T*(M)XR) consisting 
of the functions ƒ with df/dz=0 into a Lie-algebra over R. (Observe: (d/dz)[f, g] 
= [df/dz,g] + [f,dg/dz].) 
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A solution (D,j,f) for Wis called global, ilfj(D) coincides with its 
characteristic hull.6 

We state now the main result: 

THEOREM. Let M be a d-dim. manifold, W a submanifold of T*(M) 
XR of codim. r, r G {1, • • • , d). Let A be a (d — r)-dim. submanifold 
of M and g£.$(A). 

Hypothesis: (i) W is complete and regular. 
(ii) There exists a (d — r)-dim. submanifold B of W such that 
(a) B is an integral manifold of v, 
(b) <j>\ B is a diffeomorphism of B onto A and z o (0| B)-1 = g, 
(c) for all bÇ.B the map 4>\ CQ,)1 CQ,)—*M is7 transversal to A in b, 

i.e., <£*(£&) and A<t,(j>) have no nonzero tangent vector in common. 
(iii) If r > 1, then for all bÇzB the manifold CQ>) is simply connected. 
Claim: There exists a global solution (D,j,f) for Wand a 1-1 immer

sion k of A into D such that f o k = g. If furthermore jC(E.$(D) such that 
(D, j , ƒ) is a solution for W and fok = g, then f=f. 
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6 This concept of "globality" becomes intuitively more clear by pointing out its 
striking analogy to the construction of Riemann surfaces by means of the process of 
analytic continuation of germs of holomorphic functions along paths. In general 
there is, depending on the fact that we are in the nonanalytic case, no unique pro
cedure to "continue" a germ of local solutions for W along an arbitrary path in ilf, 
thereby causing the "misbehavior" of the sheaf S( W) described in footnote 4. But if 
we take a path in Mt which is "characteristic," i.e., the path is the projection under 
0 of a path in a characteristic submanifold of W, then there exists (even in the Cr
ease), if W is complete and regular, at most one continuation of a germ of local solu
tions for W along such a characteristic path. Then a solution (D, j , ƒ) is global iff for 
every germ 5 of local solutions for W which is "realized" by (D,j,f), (i.e., sÇ:fj(D)), 
all germs of local solutions for Ware realized by (D,j,f) too, which can be obtained 
by the continuation of 5 along characteristic paths in M. 

7 From (i) follows that </> | CQ) is an immersion. 


